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best quotes on quotations - danlmillereducationauthor - patch grief with proverbs. —william
shakespeare there is nothing so absurd but some philosopher has said it. --cicero quotation is the highest
compliment you can pay to an author. wisdom and the wise men - sundayteacher - writer of proverbs
says, “get wisdom” (4:5), it is an en- couragement to come to grips with the realities of life. wisdom is not just
something that you know, it is some- the library of books found at stepping stones, the ... - 1976 "to
dear lois with gratitude for your past in the fellowship of a.a. it may be like sending coal to newcastle but i
would like you to have a copy of the first printing of the big book in journalling the bible - brf online - 9 the
journal keeper to say, ‘thus far the lord has helped us’. others note the advice of socrates that ‘the
unexamined life is not worth living’ and its biblical counterparts, such as
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